
Navigating Complex Care Models:
5 Stages of Complex Care and 

Reimbursement Model Experience



AGENDA

• Value Based Reimbursement Defined
• Value Based Reimbursement Readiness 

Assessment
• Overview of the Five Stages VBR 

Experience Map 
• What is an experience map?
• Each stage defined
• Questions
• Resources
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Value Based Reimbursement
Readiness Assessment
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The Open Minds Value Based Reimbursement Readiness 
Assessment

https://providersresourcectr.com/vbr-assessment/


Overview of the Five Stages VBR 
Experience Map
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What is an Experience Map?

• The Experience Map acts as a constant guide to the VBR experience, even amidst 
organizational changes to structure, positioning, location, or collaborative 
methods of working

• The Experience Map is a comprehensive way to catalogue 
every touchpoint, channel, and output that should occur as the Value Based 
organization moves from the start point to the end point

• The Experience Map is strong enough to guide the agency, but flexible enough to 
change when the VBR agency changes the order in which they approach tasks or 
introduce new tasks and ideas

Resource: The Ultimate Guide to Experience Mapping

https://www.experiencemap.com/
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VBR Experience Map
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Five Stages of the VBR Experience

Stage 1: 
Contract 

Negotiation 
and Planning

Stage 2: 
Launch and 

Data 
Collection 

Stage 3: 
Reporting 

and Analytics

Stage 4:
Quality 

Improvement 
and 

Stabilization 

Stage 5:
Continuous 

Quality 
Improvement 



Stage 1: 
Contract Negotiation and Planning
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Complete contract negotiation 

Select organizational change management process

Plan for contracting in network providers

Complete a technology assessment

Complete a community needs assessment

Build a project plan 

Establish care management protocols 

Stage 1: Contract Negotiation and Planning
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TEAM: Assemble a 
multidisciplinary team to 

assemble all of the pieces of the 
VBR agency

Why is Stage 1 Important?

TECHNOLOGY: Having the right 
tools is never more important 
than in a risk-based contract

INFRASTRUCTURE: The 
foundation for the rest of the 

VBR structure to come

NEGOTIATE: This is the VBR 
agency’s opportunity to 

negotiate a viable , cost-based 
contract
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How Does Stage 1 Benefit the Agency and the People it Serves? 

Right technology- EHR, 
Practice Management, 

Data and Analytics

Negotiate  a rate that 
covers the cost of 

delivering required 
outcomes

Adopt a formal process 
for managing 

organizational change

The gaps in care 
identified in the 

community needs 
assessment drive 

services

Monitoring outcome 
performance leads to  
improving outcome 

performance

The community 
assessment will bring 
to light any disparities 

in care

Use a formal project 
plan and name the 

manager resonsible for 
tracking progress for 

each task

Care Management 
protocols ensure 

services are happening 
consistently
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Five Tips for Stage 1: Contract Negotiation and Planning
Ensure the negotiator is experienced in contract negotiation, confident, and 
prepared with data on the cost of delivering services and the quality of your 
services.

Contract Negotiation 

Be sure to have a valid nondisclosure agreement in place before any 
meaningful contract conversations take place.Contract Negotiation 

Need right EHR, robust reporting and analytics, practice management , and 
interoperability technology. Technology Assessment

Use gaps in care from community needs assessment to drive  services your 
agency will delivery. Community Needs Assessment

Adopt a “tried and true” standardized methodology for managing change 
such as PDSA.Organizational Change Management 



Stage 2:
Launch and Data Collection
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Stage 2: Launch and Data Collection 

Build an interoperability plan

Develop a referral plan

Define performance metrics

Workflows and forms established for outcomes

Build a training plan

Create a communication plan

Develop an access to care plan

Assemble a care management risk plan 
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Why is Stage 2 Important?

“©2022 Qualifacts Systems, LLC”.

CONSISTENT: data must be 
collected consistently  in order 

to affect progress

TACTICAL: develop your plans, 
processes, and procedures for 
executing on the VBR contract

ACTIONABLE: plans designed to 
drive action & outputs for 

progress

DEFINABLE: workflows & forms 
are to be defined & built to spec 

for accuracy
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How Does Stage 2 Benefit the Agency and the People it Serves? 

A formal referral plan 
supports the 

continuum of care

A strong 
interoperability plan = 

holistic care 

Metrics allow you to 
demonstrate quality and 

compliance

Providers trained on 
"why” will consistently 

collect data

The VBR  agency 
requires a formal plan 
for client & staff safety

Analyze workflows for 
collecting data for 

efficiency and ease of 
use 

Communication is key 
for “buy in” to 

significant change

Poor access to care 
results in 

underutilization of 
services
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Five Steps for Stage 2: Launch and Data Collection
Plan for bidirectional sharing of healthcare summaries to all providers in 
the continuum.Interoperability Plan

If reimbursed with a bundled or capitated rate, you will want to collect 
number of visits per day by client, number of intakes.  Performance Metrics

Document the workflows for collecting the outcomes data asap so  that 
they can be tweaked or reworked long before you must submit outcomes 
data.

Workflows

Access to Care Plan should answer these questions: Should we expand our 
hours? Expand the locations in which we do Intakes? Open our doors for 
additional days? 

Access to Care Plan 

Ensure your plan addresses both managing a crisis as well
as actions that can be taken to prevent a crisis. Case Management Risk Plan



Stage 3:
Reporting and Analytics
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Stage 3: Reporting and Analytics

Build population and health reporting

Build outcome measures fidelity reporting

Establish key performance measures for revenue 

Establish provider performance metrics

Update project plan 
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Why is Stage 3 Important?

TRACKING: Keeping the project 
plan current including updating 

dates is important

MEASURE: Build reports & 
dashboards to measure 

outcomes and KPIs

ANALYSIS: Analyze the data 
and establish a baseline for 

each outcome/KPI

FIDELITY:  Accurate definition 
and adherence to criteria is 

critical when defining 
outcomes/KPIs
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How Does Stage 3 Benefit the Agency and the People it Serves? 

Population health 
reporting can bring 

transparency to gaps 
in care

Pop health reporting 
may give the agency 
insight as to whether 
EBPs are being used 

consistently

Provider metrics can be a 
catalyst for reassessing 

caseloads

Fidelity reporting will 
provide insight to the 
overall health of the 

agency

Strong analytics can 
provide you with 

ongoing  insight into 
client acuity mix

KPI progress or 
success to can be 
used to reinforce 

staff and providers

Real time insight to 
revenue KPIs allows 

you to better manage 
risk

Project Plan should 
keep the team 

moving forward
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Five Tips for Stage 3: Reporting and Analytics 

Fidelity comes with consistent and strict adherence to outcome 
specifications and evidence-based practices. 

Outcome Measures Fidelity Reporting

Some examples of financial KPIS might be “accounts receivable over 90 
days” or “cost to collect.”

Revenue KPIs

When setting KPIs, identify not more than the agency can manage at one 
time.Revenue KPIs

Average days per episode, diagnosis, and readmission
rate per client are important individual provider metrics.Provider Performance Metrics

A strong understanding of the outcome specifications is
important for a clinical staff and analyst.

Outcome Measures Fidelity 
Reporting



Stage 4:
Quality Improvement Plan & Stabilization
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Stage 4: Quality Improvement and Stabilization 

Build service utilization reports

Develop a quality improvement plan

Establish consumer satisfaction survey and process

Finalize workflows and data collection tools 
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Why is Stage 4 Important?

UTILIZATION: measure the 
utilization of new services or new 

programs 

STRATEGY: continuous, long term 
quality improvement requires a 

formal plan with quantifiable goals

CLIENT SATISFACTION: Your clients 
will ultimately be the ones who 

decide when your services are of 
quality

STABILIZATION: Time to firm up 
and finalize your workflows and 

form structure for data collection 
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How Does Stage 4 Benefit the Agency and the People it Serves? 

The quality 
improvement plan 

should allow for 
small, iterative 
changes toward 

improvement

Service utilization can 
be impacted by need 
and the availability of 

the service

If utilization is low, 
consider first 

assessing the true 
need and if needed, 
consider increasing 

availability

Learn about and 
institute a formal 

change process such 
as PDSA

Forms should be 
finalized in that they 

require no further 
modifications 

The Quality 
Improvement Plan is 

a living document 
that will be updated 
as outcomes become 

mastered

The key to consumer 
satisfaction surveys is 
launching them at the 

right time 

Workflows need to be 
finalized so providers 
can begin consistently 

collecting data
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Five Tips for Stage 4: Quality Improvement and Stabilization
Analyze data from your utilization report to determine or confirm these 3 
factors: 1). need for the service, 2). availability of the service, 3). and the 
resources available for providing the service.

Utilization Reports

Finalize processes, procedures, and workflows so that you are in  a solid state to 
begin ongoing quality improvement. Shouldn’t be a lot of changes to workflows 
in this stage. 

Stabilization 

Client satisfaction measures how well the provider met the expectations of what 
the client believed should happen during the service. A good provider gives  
good medical care and meets client expectations. 

Consumer Satisfaction 

Whether or not a specific service is needed should have been identified by the 
community assessment. If a service is being underutilized, you must determine 
if there is still a need. 

Utilization Reports

All training for data collection should be complete by now. The only training 
that should be going on now are new hires. Stabilization
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Five Tips for Stage 4: Quality Improvement Plan and Stabilization 

1. Stabilization: Stabilization, in this context, means that you have shored up all your processes and procedures and all are in an 
appropriate state to begin long-term success. If you are not in this place, this is the time to get there. 

2. Service Utilization Reports: Analyze the data from your service utilization report to determine or confirm these three factors: 1). need 
for the service, 2). availability of the service, 3). and the resources available for providing the service.

3. Quality Improvement Plan: As part of developing your Quality Improvement Plan you will need to clearly identify each of the problems, 
set a benchmark for each, set a goal, then develop and execute iterative quality improvement initiatives. 

4. Establish Consumer Satisfaction Survey and Process: Factors to be considered in choosing the right customer satisfaction survey are 
creating the right questions that can be measured qualitatively and quantitatively and sending the survey at the right time. Six 
underlying metrics which patient satisfaction should be measured on are: quality of medical care , Interpersonal skills displayed by 
medical professionals, Transparency and communication between care provider and patient, Financial aspects of care, Access to doctors 
and other medical professional, and Accessibility of care. 

5. Finalize workflows and data collection tools: By now your agency has gone through a few iterations of tweaking the workflows and 
updating the forms for collecting the necessary data to demonstrate the quality of your services. Now you are ready to finalize these 
workflows and forms to ensure the consistent collection of the data.

https://www.questionpro.com/blog/patient-satisfaction-survey/


Stage 5:
Continuous Quality Improvement
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Stage 5: Continuous Quality Improvement

Continuous Quality Improvement

Develop the annual cost report

Develop the annual budget

Complete an Annual Community Needs Assessment
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Why is Stage 5 Important?

GAPS IN CARE: Community needs 
must drive types of services and 

access to care for greatest 
utilization 

CQI: progressive , incremental 
improvement of processes, safety, 

and patient care

COSTS: Accurate calculation of cost 
of required services and producing 

outcomes is key to success

BUDGET: Build to costs to 
determine if contract is even a 
viable option for your agency
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How Does Stage 5 Benefit the Agency and the People it Serves? 

Continuous quality 
improvement 

means a culture of 
continual learning

Continuous quality 
improvement 

results in greater 
outcomes for the 

clients

Closely monitored 
continuous quality 

improvement results in 
better outcomes at less cost 

or greater value

Annual budget is a 
chance to negotiate 

rates to cover the 
cost of delivering 

outcomes

Community needs 
assessment should 
define gaps in care

Community needs 
assessment can help 

define the goals of the 
agency needed to meet 

the mission 

Annual budget is a 
chance to negotiate 
rates to cover cost of 
delivering required 

services

Annual cost report 
opportunity to relook 

at true costs
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Five Tips for Stage 5: Continuous Quality Improvement
Solicit ideas for small improvements from the people on the frontline-they 
know the work and the workflows the best. Continuous Quality Improvement

When completing a cost report for a VBR contract, it is important that you 
know your true costs of delivering the require services so you can negotiate 
a satisfactory rate.

Annual Cost Report

Be sure your annual budget is realistic-especially in terms of the number of 
visits you plan to deliver or number of clients you plan to serve in a CY.Annual Budget

Consider reaching out to the county health department as part of 
completing your community needs Assessment. Community Needs Assessment

A strong continuous quality improvement plan includes a plan for the 
management or leadership to empower and train the frontline providers 
to be successful.  

Continuous Quality Improvement 
Plan
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Final Thoughts

• The VBR Readiness assessment will identify the areas where your agency has gaps

• The “Five Stages of Experience Map for VBR” provides you a step-by-step process for being 
ready for this risk-based contract

• Some stages may leak over into others. These are not silos
• Some of the deliverables from each task may need to be updated later
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Contact
Information

Mary.Givens@qualifacts.com
Reach out to me anytime with questions, to discuss the 
readiness assessment or experience map, or if I can help you in 
any way.

mailto:Mary.Givens@qualifacts.com


Questions?
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Resources

• Open Minds Value Based Readiness Assessment Tool

• The OPEN MINDS Strategic Technology Assessment

• Qualifacts “CCBHC Central”

https://providersresourcectr.com/vbr-assessment/
https://providersresourcectr.com/the-open-minds-strategic-technology-assessment/
https://bhplatform.com/industry-topic/ccbhc/


No part of this material, or any other materials available, 
may be reproduced in whole or in part in any manner 

without the written permission of Qualifacts Systems, Inc.

Copyright ©2022 Qualifacts Systems, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.



Thank You
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